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Description 

In geotechnical sketches, the handwritten notes often contain important information 

that shall be converted to the text (ref. images below) to ensure accurate data 

analysis based on such images.  

The existing methods and out-of-the-box 
solutions can be used to identify Latin 
letters and extract them to the text. 
Unfortunately, the special notations and 
non-Latin letters are often misinterpreted 
and therefore the extracted text contains 
errors and cannot be used further without 
human check. To by-pass this issue, it is 
necessary to create a routine for 
autonomous check of the extracted 
information’s accuracy. 

 

This work includes the following tasks.  

Task 1. Identify a reliable machine learning-based Python library for extracting 

handwriting to text and re-train it to address letters modified with an umlaut or 

diaeresis (e.g., ö, ó, etc.).  

Task 2. Build a glossary for engineering sketches using available documents and 

scientific publications. 

Task 3. Create a routine for extracting a word from an image in a letter-by-letter base 

and checking for this word in a glossary, including checking for a misspelling. This 

solution can be linked to the existing spell-checking routines (e.g., PyEnchant). The 

routine shall also upgrade a glossary when a new word is detected. 

Task 4. Define and implement a metric for the data quality check: this would require 

a literature review on existing metrics for data quality check and the 

selection/integration of existing metrics to define the quality of the extracted text (e.g., 

% of the meaningful words identified correctly).  

Task 5. The incremental learning principles (a machine learning paradigm where the 

re-training process takes place whenever new example(s) emerge) shall be used to 

create a routine for upgrading a glossary, where accuracy improvement of characters 

extraction from an image is supported via re-training. 

The output of this work will be a routine for building the glossary with demonstrated 

accuracy improvement for data extraction procedure. 

It is desired that a candidate would have at least basic knowledge about machine 

learning and programming on Python. 
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